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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an engineering model of the upward turbulent flame
spread along a vertical combustible surface based on a concept of ignition and
flame spread as a result of inert heating of the solid to an ignition
temperature. Experiments were made by using porous line burners to represent the
wall flame heat transfer as a function of heat release rate and pyrolysis length.
An exploratory analysis was made to correlate flame spread properties with
thermometric material properties based on this model. This analysis seems to be
consistent with current experimental work on turbulent wall flames.

INTRODUCTION

Control of the combustibility of wall is evidently essential to prevent a
rapid fire growth in an enclosure, since fires tend to develop much faster along
a wall than on a floor. Al though most conventional theoreti.cal work on flame
spread has assumed an ideal laminar flame without radiation(l-3), a wall flame
during a building fire is usually turbulent, and its spread is dominated by flame
radiation(4,S). While the turbulent flame spread may result from complicated
interactions of chemical, kinetic and thermal processes(6), an engineering model
of steady turbulent wall flame spread was formulated on the basis of a concept of
ignition and flame spread as a result of inert heating of the solid to an
ignition temperature(7 ,8); Figure I shows its conception. This model assumes a
one-dimensional flame spread in the x-direction and a one-dimensional thermal
conduction in the solid normal to the surface. The location of the pyrolysis
front is identified by x where the surface temperature has reached an ignition
temperature, T.• The airrPof this paper is to formulate the flame spread velocity
as a functioJgof known material properties and correlate relevant thermal
processes with material properties by experiments.

FORI1ULATION OF WALL FLAME SPREAD

If the formation of char at the fuel surface is negligible or ignored, the
surface temperature at x, Tw(x,O), can be represented by the convolution as

Tw(x,O) - To = JCt~(X,t-T) '¢(T)dT
o

where q~(X,t-T) is the heat flux applied to the surface at (t- T) after the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of upward flame spread.

ignition. ~(T) is an impulse response of the surface temperature to heat
application, and its functional form is dependent on wall conditions. The
location of the pyrolysis front is given as a function of time by solving

T. - T = rt~(X,t-T)'~ (T)dT (2)
19 0 J

O

for x , This equation can be solved for x only implicitly; however, it may be
transformed into an explicit form for x by assuming some dependence of the
location of pyrolysis front on time; most analysis on flame spread has dealt with
a steady flame spread, i.e. V =dx /dt=constant. Similar situation will be studied
in this paper for the followiRg tEo simple wall conditions. The limit of equation
(2) as t+oo should be considered for this analysis, since the steady flame spread
velocity must not depend on time.

Semi-infinite Thick Combustible Wall

Ignoring the surface reradiation just for the simP1-t!Jty, the impulse
response function, ~(T), can be represented as ~(T)=(1fkpCT) . Assuming 'I" is
independent of flame spread velocity and replacing T with x by x =-V T, ~hen
equation (2) will become p p p

dx
P

(3)

Equation (3) can be solved for V as
p

Vp = J r
OOq" (i;+L )//€"di;}2/1fkPc(T. -T )2

lJo w p 19 0 (4)

where i; is the height above the pyrolysis front. This equation yields the
Sibulkin-Kim relationship of wall flame spread(7), if the surface heat flux is
represented as q~=q~'exp(-i;/q) with constant q~ and o.
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Thermally Thin Wall With Newtonian Cooling

For a thin wall whose temperature is regarded as uniform in the normal
direction to its surface(Figure 2), the impulse response function, q,(t), can be
represented as q,(t)= exp(-h.t/pcd) where h. is the heat transfer coefficient.
Substituting this into equltion (2), the ~teady state flame spread velocity can
be represented as

1 100.V = d(T T)' q"(!;+L)'exp(-h,!;/pcdV)d!;
p pc ig- 0 0 W P l P

(5)

(6)

Iteration is necessary to solve equation (5) for V • However, for an insulated
wall,i.e. hi=O, equation (5) yields p

V = 1 'l°Oq;;,(!;+L )d!;
p pcd(Tig-To) 0 p

In equations (4) and (6), such parameters as p ,c,k and T. are the material
properties to be determined by thermometric measurements. Thel1ntegrals appearing
in these equations can be estimated by formulating the distribution of q'! as a
function of height above pyrolysis front. W

The wall heat flux in the flame is believed to be governed by flame
radiation(4);this suggests that flame height can be a scaling factor representing
the distribution of wall flame heat transfer. On the analogy of unconfined fires,
the flame height is expected to depend practically only on gross heat release
rate per unit length of the pyrolysis zone, Q~, and pyrolysis length, L (e.g.lO).
Heat release rate is proportional to volatilization rate, m", which Pis to be
determined by the heat balance around the fuel surface as v

q" - q" ::,::; AH ~m"
"VI rr G v (7)

The surface reradiation, q" , is related to the temperature of fuel surface, T. ,
and its emissivity. AlthoJlh the material properties appearing in this model ~§y
not be obtained directly for some composite materials, the model will still
serve as a paradigm to develop a testing method concerning the wall flame spread.
Therefore, heat release rate can be again correlated with heat application to the
fuel surface and such material properties as T. and calorific potential.

19
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FIGURE 2. Thermally thin wall model.
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EXPERIMENTAL WALL FLAME HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS

The central problem in estimating the flame spread properties from the
present model is to formulate the distribution of wall flame heat transfer as a
function of material properties. Since the intermittency of the flame is believed
to dominate wall flame heat transfer due to radiation, flame height, either for
flame tips and for solid flame, is expected to be a measure to represent the
preheat distance of a burning wall. Thus, measurements of total heat flux to the
wall surface and the visible flame height were made by using porous, methane,
line burners against isothermal and thermally thin walls. Application of these
burners were just for convenience; the behavior of flame near the burners may
be different from that of vertical fuel. This difference will be discussed by
comparing the present result with previous measurement on vertical wicks.

The isothermal wall had a smooth black-painted front surface, and it was
water-cooled through coils on its back surface. Flat water-cooled side panels
helped to maintain a two-dimensional flow pattern along the test wall. The
surfaces of the test wall and the side walls were kept at a constant temperature,
approximately 60°C. The widths of the methane burners were 0.0375m and 0.082m.
The thin-wall experiments were made by using a porous methane burner 0.075m wide
and 0.92m in length against one wall of a 2.80m x 2.80m x 2.l8m enclosure covered
with a ceramic fiber insulation board. A precise description of the enclosure is
given elsewhere(ll).

Total heat flux was monitored by Gardon-type flux meters. The reported
values of total heat flux are the average of data recorded for 5 minutes at the
intervals of 10 seconds. Heat release rate was estimated from the flow rate of
the fuel gas, assuming complete combustion. Visible flame was monitored by a
video camera during both experiments. The reported values of flame height are the
average of the height of flame tips observed for 3 minutes at intervals of 0.5
seconds on the videotape by three observers. The height of solid flame seemed to
be less consistent among the observers.

Flame Height Correlations

For unconfined turbulent diffusion flames, dimensional analysis based on the
Froude number has e s t ab Lf.ghed a dependence of the flame height on the size and
intensity of fuel (10); Q =Q/ Poo Cp To ,gl I LD5 / L may be a dominant dimensionless
parameter concerning this problem(~2). Similar analysis on a line fire results in
a dependence of flame height on Q~ =Q ~/ pooSTogIlL D 3/L, since the square root of
the inertial force to buoyancy ratio for a constant maximum temperature at each
height, em' can be represented as

(T IDge )1/2. u
o m c (8)

where the characteristic velocity, u , is defined as u =Q9/ PooC e D.
Assuming the following functional exgression for the flame heigRt~

(9)

* *the power of Q~ representing LF, n, should approach 2/3 for a larg~ value of Q~,

since the fuel size effect on flame height must vanish in the Q~ ->00 limit. The
parameter, y , will take a particular value according to the definition of flame
height.
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*FIGURE 3. Height of flame tips vs. Q~.

10.

*Figure 3 displays the dependence of LF/D on Q~ based on the height of flame
tips obtained from the three burners; the result sh~ws tha~ the height of walk
flame is apparently proportional to 213 power of Q~ for Q~,tl. Jhe power of Qll.
representing the flame height appears to be slightly larger for Q~<l than for Q~

>1,Le.n:l<0.8.The parameter, y, is approximately 6.0. This result seems to be very
close to a recent an~lysis by Delichatsios (13). The height of solid flame was
approximately LF~2.8Q~rr'D.

Heat Flux To The Wall Surface

A parametr72c2t3acterizing the visible flame height for a wide range, Q~2/3
D;(Q~ 1PooC T g ) ,may be a characteristic scale length to classify the
regions ofPa% upward flow for the analysis of wall flame heat transfer. Figure 4
r~g73sents total heat flux to the isothermal wall against height normalized with
Q~ D. The data of total heat flux for a CO burner and for a saturated vertical
wicks obtained by Faeth et al(9,14) are superimposed for reference. The arrows
for the data of Liburdy and Faeth show the direction in which their data must
move, because they used local heat flux estimated from temperature and velocity
measurements instead of the heat release rate. The ratio of the local heat flux
to the heat release rate, Q IQ~, for the data of Liburdy and Faeth is estimated
to be as low as 0.74;the lefigth of each arrow shows the range of the correction.

The results of the five experiments are almost identical and they appear to
cluster densely along one curve. For the analysis of the mechanism on wall flame
heat transfer it may be convenient to classify the wall surface into the
follow~~~3three distinct regions.
I) x/Q~ D.s 2..8Isolid flame):

For x/Q12/ 3' D ;::; I , qn increased with height for 0.0375m wide burner, while it
was almost constant forw 0.082m wide one. For x/Q*2/3. D> L, (i" is apparently
c~nstant with height, and it appears to be a we\kly increas'lng function of
Q~ (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 4. Total wall heat flux vs. normalized height.

II) 2.8~ x/Q~2/3D$ IO(transition region):
The slope is the steepest among the three regions; all data fall on the

curve represented as

(10)~" = 45(x/Q*2/3. D)-2.5
w 9-

This region may be characterized by the intermittency of flame. Recent wall flame
radiation measurement by Kulkarni(14) using the same apparatus shows that the
radiative heat flux to a wall surface decreases significantly in this region .
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*2/3III)x/Q.Q, D~lO(plume region):
Although sufficient number of data have not been obtained for this region,

the slope representing the dependence of heat flux on height is clearly less
steep than in the transition region. Since the data of Liburdy and Faeth in
Figure 4 must move slightly to the left in the figure, heat flux in this region
will be represented approximately by

0" = 2 5(x/Q*2/3· D)-1.3 (11)VI . .Q,

DEPENDENCE OF FLAME HEIGHT AND FLAME SPREAD VELOCITY ON PYROLYSIS LENGTH

The present analysis has resulted in a g0Jt1/3correlation between incident
wall heat flux and the normalized height, x/Q.Q, . D; however, heat transfer
within the pyrolysis zone should be still studied so that heat release rate can
be represented as a function of material properties. For the heat transfer on a
combusting surface, Orloff et al(S) measured radiative flux using a 3.S6m high
PMMA vertical slab and estimated convect\ve heat flux; their measurement resulted
in a proportionality of heat flux to x O•2 for x<l.Om and to x O. 5 for x>l.Om. This
proportionality is consistent with smooth wall heat transfer analysis for x< 1m
and with rough wall analysis for x>lm(16). This seems to be the only measurement
of the distribution of incident flux within the pyrolysis zone of a wall fire. An
exploratory analysis was made to correlate such flame spread properties as flame
height and flame spreading velocity with material properties on the basis of the
present model and Orloff et aI's experiment.

Flame Height

By combining equations(7) and (9), flame height can be represented as a
function of incident heat flux at vaporizing surface as

L L

L = Y(LH JPmndx/p C T JgL 3)~L = yjLlH JP(on_Cr" )dX/LlHGPOOCpToJgLp3f~Lp (12)
F c 0 v 00 pop P c 0 VI rr

where LlH is the heat of combustion (J/g) and f.lH
G

is the vaporization heat.
Assuming '4" is proportional to x O• 2 for x<lm, equation (12) implies that, Lf the
swrface relfadiation is insign:lficant"" flame height is proportional to x 0.,76 for
Q.Q,<l.O,i.e. n~O.8, and to x O. 8 for Q.Q,>l.O,i.e. n~2/3. This relationshipPseems to
be consistent with previou~ measurements of the average height of flame tips of
wall fires; Orloff et al found LF",x 0.781 for O.18<x <O.8Sm of a vertical PMMA
slab with side walls(4), and Kishifani et al obtainV,d L oexO.774 for O.OS<x <
O.SOm of a PMMA slab without side walls (17) • The F as!5rmptotes of thi~
proportionality as x -+00 is LF""x , since t1" is approximately proportional to x 0.5
for x--Im, Using the following va~ues of 4Hw, LlH , <i

W
" and <in for PMMA,

c G rr

LlH /LlHGd3, q" dW!cm
2, q"~3xjW!cm2(j~O.2 for xs Im, j~O.S for xc-Im)

c. rr w

the flame height can b~ calculated from equation (12) as shown in Figure 8; the
calculated values of Q.Q, for L < 1m were in the range of 0.17 '\,0.21, and this
implies that a solid flame wguld never cover the preheated region above a
pyrolysis front for L < Irn , Therefore, the incident wall heat flux is never
constant, although it i~ assumed to be constant under the height of flame in some
previous analysis (e.g.8). The higher flame height of Orloff et al than Kishitani
et al' s is probably due to the presence of side walls. The calculation resulted
in flame heights somewhat close to Kishitani et al's.
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FIGURE 6. Experimental and calculated flame heights.

Flame Spread Velocity

Since the preheated region above a pyrolysis front is expected not to be
covered with a solid flame for L < 1m of a PMMA vertical slab, flame spread
velocity, formulated as equation f4) or (6), can be calculated by using only
equations (10) and (II). Figure 7 compares the flame spread velocity estimated
from the material properties for a semi-infinite thick wall with the result of
experimental work by Orloff et al and by Saito et al (l8); this comparison
demonstrates that the estimation tends to provide slightly larger velocity than
the experiment. This seems to be reasonable, because a steady state flame
spread velocity should give the upper limit of V for growing wall flames.

p

CONCLUSIONS

Approximate relationships between the main wall flame properties and the
thermometric fuel properties are derived from experiments using porous line
burners against walls. The following conclusions can be drawn. *
1) The flame height *against a wall *is proportional to Q,Q, "n, where n is
approximately 0.8 for Q,Q,<1 and 2/3 for Q~>l.

2) The incident*t}':r.:t flux to the wall surface is represented approximately as a
function of x/Q~ D.
3) Estimation of wall flame height and flame spreading velocity from thermometric
material properties using the heat transfer correlations obtained through the
present experiment was found to be consistent with previous experimental work.
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FIGURE 7. Experimental and calculated flame spread velocity.
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TERMINOLOGY

specific heat of air
characteristic fuel size
flame height
pyrolysis length
heat release rate ;--5
dimensionless heat release rate(Q/p C T IgD )

'" P 0heat release rate per unit length r-3
dimensionless heat release rate per unit length(Q /p C T IgD')

9, '" P 0

local heat flux ( l"'PC' u8dy )
o p

ignition temperature
wall temperature
flame spread velocity
specific heat of wall material
wall thickness
gravitational acceleration
heat transfer coefficient
thermal conductivity
fuel vaporization rate
convective heat flux to wall surface
surface reradiation
incident heat flux to wall surface
time
upward velocity
height from the bottom of fuel
location of pyrolysis front
horizontal coordinate normal to wall surface
heat of combustion
gasification heat
impulse response of T

W
to ~

density
excess temperature
height from pyrolysis front

Qx

T,
Tl. g

vW

c
p

d
g
h,
kl.

in"
'J{
5lc
q"• rr
~
t,T
u
X

x
yP
LlR :
IIR

c :
q, (~) :
P
8
i;

Suffix

c characteristic value
m maximum
0, 00 ambience
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